= θC/ √ 2 observed from the relatively large θ
Seeking a symmetry or unification of quarks and leptons is one of the goals of particle physics, and many efforts are devoted to this area. The bottom-up approach, i.e., finding some phenomenological relations as well as their explanations, gives some clues on this issue. The purpose of this paper is to investigate a number of phenomenological relations between the quark and lepton mixing parameters and their implications in phenomenological analysis.
Generally, the mixing of quarks is described by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [1] and the mixing of leptons is described by the Pontecorvo-MakiNakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix [2] . Both of them are unitary matrices that can be parametrized by different methods, and phenomenological relations are expressions of parameters in the context of certain parametrization. Among many parametrizations, the Chau-Keung (CK) parametrization [3] , i.e., the standard parametrization adopted by the Particle Data Group [4, 5] and the Wolfenstein parametrization [6] are widely used for the CKM matrix of quark mixing. The former can be applied to the analysis of the relevant experiments with three mixing angles and a CP-violating phase, while the latter is a good indicator of the hierarchical structure for quark mixing between different generations.
The mixing angles in the PMNS matrix are generally larger than their correspondents in the CKM matrix, and this renders the hierarchical structure in the lepton mixing a subtle subject. In the original Wolfenstein parametrization, the CKM matrix can be well-described as an expansion around the unit matrix with an expanding parameter λ. Following the same spirit and considering the anarchy of the lepton mixing, the Wolfenstein-like parametrization for the PMNS matrix is done around a zeroth order matrix. There are several mixing patterns . All four equations are admissible within 3σ. Taking three of the four equations as valid simultaneously, all the mixing angles in the lepton sector can be related to the same one (λ) or two (λ, A) quark mixing parameters. The correlations of the lepton mixing angles reduce the number of free parameters in the PMNS matrix. Thus we arrive at a simplified Wolfenstein parametrization for the PMNS matrix with parameters λ, A coming from the quark mixing and a phase representing the CP violation.
Seeking underlying connections between quarks and leptons is one of the basic pursuits of flavor physics. 
sin θ
PMNS 13
= 0.157
which makes sin θ
valid in the 1σ range. The relations are all in agreement with the experimental data at least within the 2σ error range. Although taking all the relations as true is restrictive, it is still beneficial to see the consequences in such scenarios with as many relations as possible. Before doing that, we firstly discuss these kinds of relations separately, focusing on their phenomenological indications, and especially on revealing the Wolfenstein-like parametrization of the PMNS matrix.
B. The quark-lepton complementarity (QLC)
The relation θ
• was first noted by Smirnov [14] . Raidal also noticed the second complementarity relation θ
≃ 45
• as experimental evidence for grand unification [16] . The name, i.e., "the quark-lepton complementarity", is firstly proposed in Ref [15] .
As free parameters in the standard model, the mixing angles of the CKM matrix and the PMNS matrix are theoretically independent of each other. The quark-lepton complementarity offers a promising possibility for linking the mixing matrices of quarks and leptons [20] . Its theoretical realization has been discussed, e.g., in dihedral flavor symmetry [21] . Its phenomenological implications have also been widely discussed [22] .
The quark-lepton complementarity is a numerical relation between the mixing angles of corresponding mixing matrices. The mixing angles are the parameters in the standard parametrization. Considering the equivalence of different parametrizations, the relation, reflecting the correlation between the two mixing matrices in nature, can be adopted for different parametrizations [23, 24] .
The triminimal parametrization [25] was first used in the lepton mixing as an expansion in the correction of mixing angles. It shares the advantage of having a clear physical meaning with the standard parametrization and the advantage of possessing the hierarchical structure with the Wolfenstein parametrization [26, 27] . The zeroth-order mixing angles for the PMNS matrix are chosen as special values which can acquire theoretical backgrounds. With the chosen zeroth value, the zeroth PMNS matrix is known as several mixing patterns, e.g., bimaximal and tribimaximal. The zeroth-order approximation of the CKM matrix is the unit matrix with all zeroth-order mixing angles equal to zero. Notice that with the direct application of the QLC to the zeroth mixing angles, one can find that the zeroth approximation of the two mixing matrices have a correspondence: the unit matrix for the CKM matrix corresponds to a bimaximal pattern for the PMNS matrix [20] , and the tribimaximal pattern for the PMNS matrix corresponds to a V 0 for the CKM matrix [28] , which has the form
The V 0 is a result of the the unified parametrization under the QLC relation with the tribimaximal pattern as the zeroth for the PMNS matrix in Ref. [28] . The triminimal expansion for the CKM taking V 0 as the zeroth-order approximation is discussed in Ref. [26] . The tribimaximal pattern is a good approximation for the neutrino data before the discovery of large θ 13 ; consequently, its QLC corespondent V 0 possesses the merit of fast convergence with comparison to the triminimal expansion based on the unit matrix for the CKM matrix, which is also pointed out in Refs. [26, 27, 29] . The triminimal parametrization for the two mixing matrices have been accomplished with the introduction of the QLC [27] . The main results in the unified triminimal parametrization are summarized as follows:
1. The zeroth-order approximation or the base matrix correspondence, i.e., the unit matrix, corresponds to the bimaximal pattern, and the V 0 corresponds to the tribimaximal pattern.
2. The triminimal expansion around V 0 converges faster than around the unit matrix.
Though the triminimal parametrization has many advantages, there are three expanding parameters, corresponding to each mixing angle. In the Wolfenstein parametrization the expansion is measured in magnitude with only one parameter λ. This feature, combined with the motivation to reveal the hierarchical structure, makes it always beneficial to look for a proper Wolfenstein(-like) parametrization for the leptons. The work can be done with or without the QLC relation. We discuss the situation related to the QLC here.
The Wolfenstein parametrization is proposed by reparametrizing the original Kobayashi-Maskawa scheme [1] -which is also one of the angle-phase parametrizations-as the standard one. The Wolfenstein parameters are related to the standard parametrization by the following relations:
Using these and the QLC relation, the PMNS matrix can be parametrized by the same Wolfenstein parameters λ and A as in Ref. [20] . Thus the deviations of the CKM matrix to its leading order (the unit matrix) and the PMNS matrix to its leading order (the bimaximal pattern) are all measured by the same expanding parameter λ. As there are four mixing parameters in the Diractype neutrino mixing, two additional free parameters are introduced to accommodate the effect of θ 13 and the CPviolating phase δ. Given that not enough information was available on the smallest mixing angle θ 13 , some relations of θ 13 and δ with the Wolfenstein parameters λ and A were estimated in previous parametrizations [20, 27] , but were adjusted with the observation of a large neutrino mixing angle θ 13 [17] . The arbitrariness with some of the degrees of freedom in choosing the expansion powers will be solved when other relations are introduced, which we will cover in Sec. III. The Wolfenstein-like parametrization for the PMNS matrix can also be done given that V 0 is the leading order for the CKM matrix, as in Ref. [28] , where the parameters λ and A are introduced according to the magnitude of the matrix elements and are therefore not necessarily the same as the Wolfenstein parameters and can be adjusted with the experimental progress in the lepton mixing.
As is pointed out in Ref. [16] and the expansion findings mentioned above, the CKM matrix can be viewed as describing the deviation of the PMNS matrix from the bimaximal mixing pattern. This leads to a conjecture on the correlation of the mixing matrices themselves, which can be viewed as the matrix form of the QLC. Explicitly, it can be in the form V CKM U PMNS = U bimaximal or U PMNS V CKM = U bimaximal , as discussed in Ref. [30] , where the PMNS matrix is parametrized with the Wolfenstein parameters with the help of the QLC, and the product of the PMNS matrix and the CKM matrix are expanded with λ, with a result that the bimaximal pattern is the leading order. It was also pointed out that the QLC relation is maintained at different orders of λ, as was discussed in Ref. [17] . It can also take the form V CKM U PMNS = U tribimaximal or U PMNS V CKM = U tribimaximal : the corresponding discussion can be found in Ref. [17] . As the mixing parameters in the CKM matrix are better determined compared with the PMNS matrix, it is seen as a good way to parametrize the PMNS matrix with the CKM parameters, as is done when using the original QLC relation. Another method in this direction takes the form of the correlation V † CKM U PMNS V CKM = U tribimaximal [31] . Taking the CKM matrix in the Wolfenstein parametrization and the PMNS matrix in the standard parametrization, the mixing angles are expressed by the Wolfenstein parameters; thus, the oscillation probability is expressed by the Wolfenstein parameters.
C. The self-complementarity (SC) in the lepton mixing
The self-complementarity (SC) is observed as a phenomenological relation after the recent results on the relatively large θ 13 in the neutrino mixing. It was suggested in Ref. [17] when the result of T2K was released [9] , and systematically studied in Ref. [18] .
Generally there are three kinds of self-complementarity relations appearing in the nine angle-phase parameterizations [18] . Given the discussion constrained in the standard parametrization, the self-complementarity relation reads θ
. The verification of the validity of this relation was carried out in the previous subsection.
As the latest experimental results have established the relatively large θ 13 , the mixing patterns for the PMNS matrix all face the challenge of accommodating for this result, for they all have a vanishing θ 13 . Naively applying the self-complementarity relation to the mixing patterns to get corrections in θ 13 , we find that the tribimaximal requires a rather sound value, θ 13 = 9.736
• [18] . Whether this can acquire theoretical support still needs to be tested by further precise measurements.
It is obvious that the self-complementarity offers the correlations of the lepton mixing angles. Given the correlation inspired by the self-complementarity, one can find a new mixing pattern for the PMNS matrix, as in Ref. [17] . By counting the number of free parameters, it is necessary to make other assumptions to get a constant matrix as a mixing pattern with special values for the mixing angles. One such example is reported in Ref. [17] , where the corresponding triminimal expansion is also deduced.
Note that once again the freedom of choosing parameters in determining a leading order (or a mixing pattern) arises. This is because neither of the relations, i.e., the QLC or the SC, can sufficiently correlate all the lepton mixing angles.
The self-complementarity relation cannot be deduced in the context of the standard model. Whether it can acquire some theoretical support is still an open question. Examining its phenomenological implications would be helpful before seriously considering this relation from some theoretical backgrounds.
Based on the latest value of θ
PMNS 13
, an interesting relation emerges, i.e., sin θ
sin θ C , or to a good approximation, θ
• . This offers another correlation between the CKM parameter and the PMNS parameter. Actually, the relation sin θ
λ shows up as an option from the QLC in the matrix form as in Refs. [15, [30] [31] [32] . This relation is discussed when confronting earlier theoretical predictions with the large observed θ PMNS 13 in Ref. [17] . It is also suggested as a useful correlation between the CKM and the PMNS expansion parameters in a new strategy to parametrize the PMNS matrix in terms of the mixing angle θ PMNS 13 [33] . There is a correspondence between the CKM matrix and the PMNS matrix having the form
where Ω represents the necessary phase between the two mixing matrices when they are in the same representation of a certain gauge group [34] . Leaving the correlation matrix V M unrestrained and parametrizing the CKM matrix in the Wolfenstein form, we have
Consequently, we have
For V 13 = 0 and
, which is just the situation for V M = U bimaximal and V M = U tribimaximal , we have
. Notice that |U e3 | = sin θ 13 in the standard parametrization, so we get the relation under discussion.
We would like to add a few comments here on the differences of the U PMNS and V CKM . By introducing the right-handed neutrinos into the framework of the standard model, we have a Dirac mass term for neutrinos which is the same as that for other fermions. When expressing the charged current interaction in the basis of definite mass, the mixing matrices are introduced. It is known that such a direct way of introducing the neutrino mass shares the most similarities with quarks and leptons, but it cannot account for the smallness of the neutrino mass. The seesaw formula offers a natural explanation for the origin of the light neutrino mass by introducing heavy Majorana neutrinos. We have the mass matrix of the light neutrinos in the form
where M Dirac corresponds to the Yukawa coupling of the right-handed and left-handed neutrinos. The Dirac mass term can be diagonalized by two unitary matrices which rotates the left-handed and right-handed fields separately. M seesaw is diagonalized as
where U ν L represents the unitary matrix that rotates the left-handed fields as in the Dirac mass term. The resulting U PMNS is of the form
where F shows explicitly the difference between the U PMNS and V CKM matrices. After using the correlations of the mass matrices (or equivalently, the Yukawa coupling matrices) in the SU(5) and SO(10) GUTs, Eq. (17) takes the form,
which is the same form as in Eq. (13) [35] . It is worth mentioning that the above discussion is based on the Type I seesaw mechanism. Whether the results can be achieved in other frameworks of mass generation, e.g., a double seesaw mechanism, remains an open question.
King noticed this relation [36] and proposed a tribimaximal-Cabbibo (TBC) mixing with sin θ 13 = sin θ C / √ 2, sin θ 23 = 1/ √ 2, sin θ 13 = 1/ √ 3. Its realization in the Type I seesaw mechanism is also discussed. The realization of θ
θ C via charged lepton corrections in SU(5) GUTs and Pati-Salam models is discussed in Ref. [37] . U e3 = θ C / √ 2 could also happen as an option from some consideration of flavor symmetry [38] .
III. CORRELATIONS OF DIFFERENT SCENARIOS AND CORRESPONDING PMNS PARAMETRIZATIONS
There are four relations under discussion. As there are three lepton mixing angles, all four relations are not expected to be simultaneously true. By taking three of the four relations to be simultaneously valid, we find that they can form four scenarios. In each scenario the three lepton mixing angles are related to the Wolfenstein parameters in the quark mixing in a unique way. Consequently, the correlation for the lepton mixing angles in each scenario is also unique.
Firstly, we restate the four relations for later use and convenience:
The four scenarios are as follows: 
we find that the trigonometric functions of the mixing angles in the PMNS matrix can be expressed in the following way, to O(λ 4 ):
cos θ
cos θ PMNS 12
sin θ PMNS 23
Substituting the trigonometric functions with the corresponding expansion in λ into the standard parametrization, we have
We add a few comments here. 
, which means that the four relations cannot be simultaneously exact. Taking relations in Eq. (19), Eq. (21), and Eq. (22) to be simultaneously true results in a correction in Eq. (20). 3. The bimaximal pattern is achieved naturally in the leading order, which is not so obvious, as we admit only one QLC relation here.
4. Eq. (22) is arrived at O(λ), which is not surprising as it is one of the conditions.
5. As a useful quantity for the measurement of the CP violation, we calculate the Jarlskog invariant in this scenario, which is J = 6. The simplified Wolfenstein parametrization for the PMNS matrix in this scenario has only two parameters: the same λ as in the quark mixing and a CP violating phase δ.
7. The PMNS matrix in this Wolfenstein parametrization requires corrections in the size of λ, which is also the expanding parameter in the CKM matrix. 
to be simultaneously true, following a similar procedure as in the previous subsection, we have sin θ
cos θ PMNS 13
cos θ PMNS 23
Substituting the trigonometric functions with the corresponding expansion in λ into the standard parametrization, we have 
2. The bimaximal pattern is achieved in the leading order again, and also only one QLC relation is taken here.
Eq. (22) is arrived at O(λ).

The Jarlskog invariant in this scenario is
5. The simplified Wolfenstein parametrization for the PMNS matrix in this scenario has three parameters: the same A and λ as in the quark mixing, and a CP-violating phase δ.
6. The PMNS matrix in this Wolfenstein parametrization requires corrections in the size of λ, which is also the expanding parameter in the CKM matrix.
C. Scenario C 
to be simultaneously true, we have sin θ
Substituting the trigonometric functions with the corresponding expansion in λ into the standard parametrization, we have 2. The bimaximal pattern is achieved in the leading order, which is a direct result of two QLC relations.
Eq. (22) is arrived at O(λ).
4. The Jarlskog invariant in this scenario is J = 5. The simplified Wolfenstein parametrization for the PMNS matrix in this scenario also has three parameters: the same A and λ as in the quark mixing, and a CP-violating phase δ.
6. The PMNS matrix in this Wolfenstein parametrization requires corrections in the size of λ, which is also the expanding parameter in the CKM matrix. 
sin θ PMNS 12
